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Mill 0' iht Will

The Plain and the Stars.

The jNIill where Will lived -witli his adopted parents stood in a falling

A-alley between pinewoods and great mountains. Above, hill after hill

soared upwards until they soared out of the depth of the hardiest timber,

and stood naked against the sky. Some way up, a long grey village lay

like a seam or a rag of vapour on a wooded hillside ; and when the wind

was favoiu-able, the sound of the church bells would drop down, thin and

silvery, to "Will. Below, the valley grew ever steej^er and steeper, and

at the same time widened out on either hand ; and from an eminence

beside the mill it was possible to see its whole length and away beyond

it over a wide plain, where the river turned and shone, and moved on

from city to city on its voyage towards the sea. It chanced that over

this valley there lay a pass into a neighbouring kingdom ; so that, quiet

and rural as it was, the road that ran along beside the river was a high

thoroughfare between two splendid and powerful societies. All through

the summer, travelling-carriages came crawling up, or went plunging

briskly downwards past the mill ; and as it happened that the other side

was very much easier of ascent, the path was not much frequented,

except by people going in one direction ; and of all the carriages that

Will saw go by, five-s^-xths were plunging briskly downwards and only

one- sixth crawling up. Much more was this the case with foot-pas-

sengers. All the light-footed tourists, all the pedlars laden with strange

wares, were tending downward like the river that accompanied their

path. ISTor was this all ; for when Will was yet a chUd a disastrous war

arose over a gi-eat part of the world. The newspapers were full of defeats

and victories, the earth rang with cavalry hoofs, and often for daj^s to-

gether and for miles around the coU of battle ten-ified good people from

their labours in the field. Of all this, nothing was heard for a long time

in the valley ; but at last one of the commanders pushed an army over

the pass by forced marches, and for three days horse and foot, cannon

and tumbril, drum and standard, kept pouring downward past the mill.

All day the child stood and watched them on their passage—the rhyth-

mical stride, the pale, unshaven faces tanned about the eyes, the dis-

coloured regimentals and the tattered flags, filled him with a sense of

weariness, pity, and wonder ; and all night long, after he was in bed

,

he could hear the cannon pounding and the feet trampling, and the great

armament sweeping onward and downward past the mill. No one in

the valley ever heard the fate of the expedition, for th.ey lay out of the
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way of gossip in those troublous times ; but Will saw one thing plainly

—

that not a man returned. Whither had they all gone 1 Whither went

all the tourists and pedlars with strange wares 1 whither all the brisk

barouches with servants in the dicky 1 whither the water of the stream,

ever coursing downward and ever renewed from above 1 Even the wind

blew oftener down the valley, and carried the dead leaves along with it

in the fall. It seemed like a great conspiracy of things animate and in-

animate ; they all went downward, fleetly and gaily downward, and only

he, it seemed, remained behind, like a stock upon the wayside. It some-

times made him glad when he noticed how the fishes kept theii- heads up

stream. They, at least, stood faithfully by him, while all else was posting

downward to the unknown world.

One evening he asked the miller where the river went.

"It goes down the valley," answered he, " and turns a power of mills

—

six score mills, they say, from here to Unterdeck—and it none the wearier

after all. And then it goes out into the lowlands, and waters the great

corn country, and runs through a sight of fine cities (so they say), where

kings live all alone in great palaces, with a sentry walking up and down

before the door. And it goes under bridges with stone men upon them,

looking down and smiling so curious at the water, and living folks lean-

ing their elbows on the wall and looking over too. And then it goes on

and on, and down through marshes and sands, until at last it falls into

the sea, where the ships are that bring parrots and tobacco from the

Indies. Ay, it has a long trot before it as it goes singing over our weir,

bless its heart !

"

" And what is the sea ? " asked Will.

" The sea !
" cried the miller. " Lord help us all, it is the greatest

thing God made ! That is where all the water in the world runs down

into a great salt lake. There it lies, as flat as my hand and as innocent

-

like as a child ; but they do say when the wind blows it gets up into

water-mountains bigger than any of ours, and swallows down great ships

bigger than our mill, and makes such a roaring that you can hear it miles

away upon the land. There are great fish in it five times bigger than a

bull, and one old serpent as long as our river and as old as all the world,

with whiskers like a man, and a crown of silver on her head."

Will thought he had never heard anything like this, and he kept on

asking question after question about the world that lay away down the

river, with all its perils and marvels, until the old miller became quite

interested himself, and at last took him by the hand and led him on to

the hilltop that overlooks the valley and the plain. The sun was near

setting, and hung low down in a cloudless sky. Everything was defined

and glorified in golden light. Will had never seen so great an expanse of

country in his life ; he stood and gazed with all his eyes. He could see

the cities, and the woods and fields, and the bright curves of the river, and

far away to where the rim of the plain trenched along the shining heavens.

An overmastering emotion seized upon the boy, soul and body ; his heart
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beat so thickly that he couhl not breathe ; the scene swam before his

eyes ; the sun seemed to wheel round and round, and throw off strange

shapes as it turned, which disappeared with the rapidity of thought, and

were succeeded by others. Some of these were like gigantic and shadowy

birds, and some like contorted and gesticulating men, who vanished

before they had time to complete a single gesture. Will covered his face

with his hands, and burst into a violent fit of tears ; and the poor miller,

sadly disappointed and perplexed, saw nothing better for it than to take

him up in his arms and cai*ry him home in silence.

From that day forward Will was full of new hopes and longings.

Something kept tugging at his heart-strings ; the running water carried

his desires along with it as he dreamed over its fleeting surface ; the

wind, as it ran over innumerable tree-tops, hailed him with encouraging

words; branches beckoned downwards; the open road, as it shouldered

round the angles and went turning and vanishing fast and faster down

the valley, tortured him with its solicitations. He spent long vrhiles on

the eminence, looking down the livershed and abroad on the fat low-

lands, and watched the clouds that travelled forth upon the sluggish wind

iind trailed their pui-ple shadows on the plain ; or he would linger by

the wayside, and follow the carriages with his eyes as they rattled down-

ward by the river. It did not matter what it was; everything that

went that way, were it cloud or carriage, bird or brown water in the

stream, he felt his heart flow out after it in an ecstasy of long-

ing.

We are told by men of science that all the ventures of mariners on

the sea, all that countermarching of tribes and races that confounds old

history with its dust and rumour, sprang from nothing more abstruse

than the laws of supply and demand, and a certain natural instinct for

cheap rations. To any one thinking deeply, this will seem a dull and

pitiful explanation. The tribes that came swarming out of the North

and East, if they were indeed pressed onward from behind by others,

were drawn at the same time by the magnetic influence of the South and

West. The fame of other lands had reached them ; the name of the

eternal city rang in their ears ; they were not colonists, but pilgrims

;

they travelled towards wine and gold and sunshine, but theii* hearts were

set on something higher. That divine unrest, that old stinging trouble

of humanity that makes all high achievements and all miserable failure

;

the same that spread wings with Icarus, the same that sent Columbus
into the desolate Atlantic, inspired and supported these barbarians on

their perilous march. There is one legend which profoundly represents

their sjjirit, of how a flying party of these wanderers encountered a very

old man shod with iron. The old man asked them whither they were

going ; and they answered with one voice :
" To the Eternal City !

" He
looked upon them gi-avely. " I have sought it," he said, " over the most

part of the world. Three such paii-s as I now carry on my feet have I

worn out upon this pilgrimage, and now the fourth is growing slender
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underneath my steps. And all this while I have not found the place."

And he turned and went his own way alone, leaving them astonished.

And yet this would scarcely parallel the intensity of Will's feeling

for the plain. If he could only go far enough out there, he felt as if his

eyesight would be purged and clarified, as if his hearing would grow

more delicate, and his very breath would come and go with luxury. He
was transplanted and withering where he was ; he lay in a strange

country and was sick for home. Bit by bit, he pieced together broken

notions of the world below : of the river, ever moving and grooving

until it sailed forth into the majestic ocean ; of the cities, full of brisk

and beautiful people, playing fountains, bands of music and marble

palaces, and lighted up at night from end to end with artificial stars of

gold ; of the great churches, wise universities, brave armies, and untold

money lying stored in vaults; of the high-flying vice that moved in the

sunshine, and the stealth and swiftness of midnight murder. I have

said he was sick as if for home ; but the figure is inadequate. He was

like some one lying in twilight, formless pre- existence, and stretching out

his hands lovingly towards many-coloured, many-sounding life. It was

no wonder he was imhappy, he would go and tell the fish : they were

made for their life, wished for no more than worms and running water

and a hole below a falling bank ; but he was difierently constituted, full

of desires and aspirations, itching at the fingers, lusting with the eyes,

whom the whole variegated world could not satisfy with aspects. The

true life, the true bright sunshine, lay far out upon the plain. And oh !

to see this sunlight once before he died ! to move with a jocund spii-it in

that golden land ! to hear the trained singers and sweet church-bells, and

see the holiday gardens ! And O fish ! he would cry, if you would only

turn your noses down stream, you could swim so easily into the fabled

waters, and see the vast ships passing over your head like clouds, and

hear the great water-hills making music over you all day long ! But the

fish kept looking patiently in their own direction, until Will hardly

knew whether to laugh or cry.

Hitherto the tialfic on the road had passed by Will, like something

seen in a picture : he had perhaps exchanged salutations with a tourist,

or caught sight of an old gentleman in a travelling cap at a carrLage

window ; but for the most pait it had been a mere symbol, which he con-

templated from apart and with something of a superstitious feeling. A
time came at last when this was to be changed. The miller, who was

a greedy man in his way, and never forewent an opportunity of honest

profit, turned the mill- house into a little wayside inn, and, several pieces

of good fortune falling in opportunely, built stables and got the position

of post-master on the road. It now became Will's duty to wait upon

people, as they sat to break their fasts in the little arbour at the top of

the mill garden ; and you may be sure that he kept his ears open, and

learned many new things about the outside world as he brought the

omelette or the wine. Nay, he would often get into conversation with
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single guests, and by adroit questions and polite attention, not only

gratify Lis own curiosity, but win the good-will of the travellers. Many
complimented the old couple on their serving-boy ; and a professor was

eager to take him away with him, and have him properly educated in

the plain. The miller and his wife were mightily astonished and even

more pleased. They thought it a very good thing that they should have

opened their inn. " You see," the old man would remark, " he has a

Idnd of talent for a publican ; he never Avould have made anything

else ! " And so life wagged on in the valley, with high satisfaction to all

concerned but Will. Every carriage that left the inn-door seemed to

take a part of him away with it ; and when people jestingly offered him

a lift, he could with difficulty command his emotion. Night after night

he would di-eam that he was awakened by flustered servants, and that a

splendid equipage waited at the door to carry him down into the plain

;

night after night ; until the dream, which had seemed all jollity to him at

first, began to take on a colour of gravity, and the nocturnal summons
and waiting equipage occupied a place in his mind as something to be

both feared and hoped for.

One day, when Will was about sixteen, a fat young man arrived at

sunset to pass the night. He was a contented-looking fellow, with a jolly

eye, and carried a knapsack. While dinner was preparing, he sat in the

arbour to read a book ; but as soon as he had begun to observe Will, the

book was laid aside ; he was plainly one of those who prefer living people

to people made of ink and paper. Will, on his part, although he had

not been much interested in the stranger at first sight, soon began to

take a gi-eat deal of pleasure in his talk, which was full of good nature

and good sense, and at last conceived a great respect for his character

and wisdom. They sat quite far into the night ; and about two in the

morning Will opened his heart to the yomig man, and told him how he

longed to leave the valley and what bright hopes he had connected with

the cities of the plain. The young man whistled, and then broke into a

smile.

" My young friend," he remarked, " you are a very curious little

fellow to be sure, and wish a great many things which you will never

get. Why, you would feel quite ashamed if you knew how the little

fellows in these faii-y cities of yours are all after the same sort of nonsense,

and keep breaking their hearts to get up into the mountains. And let

me tell you, those who go down into the plains are a very short while

there before they wish themselves heartily back again. The air is not so

light nor so pure ; nor is the sun any brighter. As for the beautiful

men and women, you would see many of them in rags and many of them
deformed with horrible disorders; and a city is so hard a place for

people who are poor and sensitive that many choose to die by their own
hand."

"You must thiuk me very simple," answered Will. "Although I

have never been out of this valley, believe me, I have used my eyes.
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I know how one thing lives on another ; for instance, how the fish hangs

in the eddy to catch his fellows ; and the shepherd, who makes so pretty

a picture carrying home the lamb, is only carrying it home for dinner.

I do not expect to find all things right in your cities. That is not what

troubles me ; it might have been that once upon a time ; but although I

live here always, I have asked many questions and learned a gi-eat deal

in these last years, and certainly enough to cure me of my old fiincies.

But you would not have me die like a dog and not see all that is to be

seen, and do all that a man can do, let it be good or evil 1 you would

not have me spend all my days between this road here and the river,

and not so much as make a motion to be up and live my life 1—I would

rather die out of hand," he cried, " than linger on as I am doing."

" Thousands of people," said the young man, " live and die like you,

and are none the less happy."

" Ah ! " said Will, " if there are thousands who would like, why
should not one of them have my place 1

"

It was quite dark ; there was a hanging lamp in the arbom' which

lit up the table and the faces of the speakers ; and along the arch, the

leaves upon the trellis stood out illuminated against the night sky, a

pattern of transparent gi-een upon a dusky purple. The fat young man
rose, and, taking Will by the arm, led him out under the open heavens.

" Did you ever look at the stars 1 " he asked, pointing ujpwards.

" Often and often," answered Will.

" And do you know what they are 1

"

" I have fancied many things. Are they eyes ?
"

" They are worlds like ours," answered the young man. " Some of

them less ; many of them a million times greater ; and some of the least

sparkles that you see are not only worlds, but whole clusters of worlds

tm-ning about each other in the midst of space. We do not know what

there may be in any of them ; perhaps the answer to all our difliculties

or the cui'e of all our sufierings : and yet we can never reach them ; not

all the skill of the craftiest of men can fit out a ship for the neai'est of

these our neighbours, nor would the life of the most aged suffice for such

a journey. When a great battle has been lost or a dear friend is dead,

when we are hipped or in high spirits, there they are unweariedly shining

overhead. We may stand down here, a whole army of us together, and

ishout until we break our hearts, and not a whisper reaches them. We
may climb the highest mountain, and we are no nearer them. All we
can do is to stand down here in the garden and take off our hats ; the

starshine lights upon our heads, and where mine is a little bald, I dare-

say you can see it glisten in the darkness. The mountain and the

mouse. That is like to be all we shall ever have to do with Arcturus or

Aldebaran. Can you apply a parable 1 " he added, laying his hand upon

Will's shoulder. " It is not the same thing as a reason, but usually

vastly more convincing."

Will hung his head a little, and then raised it once more to heaven.
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The stars seemed to expand and emit a sharper brilliancy ; and as he

kept turning his eyes higher and higher, they seemed to increase in mul-

titude under his gaze.

" I see," he said, turning to the young man, " We are in a rat-

trap."

" Something of that size. Did you ever see a squirrel turning in a

cage ? and another squirrel sitting philosophically over his nuts 1 I

needn't ask you which of them looked more of a fool."

The Parson's Marjarie.

After some years, the old people died, both in one winter, very care-

fully tended by their adopted son, and very quietly mourned when they

were gone. People who had heard of his roving fancies supposed he

would hasten to sell the property, and go down the river to push his

fortunes. But there was never any sign of such an intention on the

part of "Will. On the contrary, he had the inn set on a better footing,

and hired a couple of servants to assist him in carrying it on ; and there

he settled down, a kind, talkative, inscrutable young man, six feet three

in his stockings, with an ii'on constitution and a friendly voice. He
soon began to take rank in the district as a bit of an oddity : it was not

much to be wondered at from the first, for he was always full of notions,

and kept calling the plainest common sense in question ; but what most

raised the report upon him was the odd circumstance of his courtship

with the parson's Marjarie.

The parson's Marjarie was a lass about nineteen, when Will would

be about thirty ; well enough looking, and much better educated than

any other girl in that part of the country, as became her parentage. She

held her head very high, and had already refused several offers of mar-

riage with a grand air, which had got her hard names among the neigh-

boui's. For all that, she was a good girl^ and one that would have made
any man well contented.

Will had never seen much of her ; for although the church and par-

sonage were only two miles from his own door, he was never known to

go there but on Sundays. It chanced, however, that the parsonage fell

into disrepair, and had to be dismantled ; and the parson and his

daughter took lodgings for a month or so, on very much reduced terms,

at Will's inn. Now, what with the inn, and the mill, and the old

miller's savings, our friend was a man of substance ; and besides that, he

had a name for good temper and shrewdness, which make a capital por-

tion in marriage ; and so it was currently gossipped, among then* ill-

wishers, that the parson and his daughter had not chosen their temporary

lodging with theii- eyes shut. Will was about the last man in the world

to be cajoled or frightened into marriage. You had only to look into

his eyes, limpid and still like pools of water, and yet with a sort of clear
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light that seemed to come from withiii, and you would understand at

once that here was one who knew his own mind, and would stand to it

immovably. Marjarie herself was no weakling by her looks, with

strong, steady eyes and a resolute and quiet bearing. It might be a

question whether she was not Will's match in stedfastness, after all, or

which of them Avould rule the roast in marriage. But Marjarie had

never given it a thought, and accompanied her father with the most

unshaken innocence and unconcern.

The season was still so early that Will's customers were few and far

between ; but the lilacs were already flowering, and the weather was so

mild that the party took dinner under the trellis, with the noise of the

river in theii- ears and tlie woods ringing about them with the songs ot

birds. Will soon began to take a particular pleasure in these dinners.

The parson was rather a dull companion, with a habit of dozing at table;

but nothing rude or cruel ever fell from his lips. And as for the

parson's daughter, she suited her surroundings with the best grace ima-

ginable ; and whatever she said seemed so pat and pretty that Will con-

ceived a great idea of her talents. He could see her face, as she leaned

forward, against a background of rising pinewoods ; her eyes shone

peaceably ; the light lay around her hair like a kerchief ; something that

was hardly a smile rippled her pale cheeks, and Will could ,not contain

himself from gazing on her in an agreeable dismay. She looked, even in

her quietest moments, so complete in herself, and so quick with life down

to her linger tips and the very skirts of her dress, that the remainder of

created things became no more than a blot by comparison ; and if Will

glanced away from her to her surroundings, the trees looked inanimate

and senseless, the clouds hung in heaven like dead things, and even the

mountain tops were disenchanted. The whole valley could not compare

in looks with this one girl.

Will was always observant in the society of his fellow-creatures ; but

his observation became almost painfully eager in the case of JMarjarie.

He listened to all she uttered, aiid read her eyes, at the same time, for

the unspoken commentary. Many kind, simple, and sincere speeches

found an echo in his heart. He became conscious of a soul beautifully

poised upon itself, nothing doubting, nothing desiring, clothed in peace.

It was not possible to separate her thoiTghts from her appearance. The

turn of her wrist, the still sound of her voice, the light in her eyes, the

lines of her body, fell in tune with her grave and gentle words, like the

accompaniment that sustains and harmonises the voice of the singer.

Her influence was one thing, not to be divided or discussed, only to be

felt with gi-atitude and joy. To Will, her presence recalled something of

his childhood, and the thought of her took its place in his mind beside

that of dawn, of running water, and of the earliest violets and lilacs. It

is the property of things seen for the first time, or for the first time

after long, like the flowers in spring, to reawaken in us the shai^p edge

of sense and that impression of mystic strangeness v^hich otherwise
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out of life with tlie coming of years ; but the sight of a loved face

is what renews a man's character from the fountain upwards.

One day after dinner, Will took a stroll among the firs : a grave beati-

tude possessed him from toj) to toe ; and he kept smiling to himself and

the landscape as he went. The river ran between the stepping-stones

with a pretty wimple ; a bird sang loudly in the wood ; the hill-tops

looked immeasurably high, and as he glanced at them from time to

time, seemed to contemplate his movements with a beneficent but awful

curiosity. His way took him to the eminence Avhich overlooked the

plain ; and there he sat down upon a stone, and fell into deep and plea-

sant thought. The plain lay abroad with its cities and silver river

;

everything was asleep, except a great eddy of birds which kept rising

and falling and going i-ound and round in the blue air. He repeated

Mai-jarie's name aloud, and the sound of it gratified his ear. He shut

his eyes, and her image sprang up before liim, quietly luminous and

attended with good thoughts. The river might run for ever ; the bii-ds

lly higher and higher till they touched the stars. He saw it was empty

bustle after all ; for here, without stirring a foot, waiting patiently iu

his own narrow valley, he also had attained the better sunlight.

The next day. Will made a sort of declai-ation across the dinner-table,

while the parson was filling his pipe.

" Miss Marjarie," he said, " I never knew any one I liked so well as

you. I am mostly a cold, unkindly sort of man ; not from want of

heart, but out of strangeness in my ways of thinking ; and people seem

far away from me. ' Tis as if there were a circle round me, which kept

every one out but you; I can hear the others talking and laughing; but

you come quite close. Maybe, this is disagreeable to you %
" he asked.

Marjarie made no answer.

" Speak up, gii'l," said the pai-son.

" Nay, now," returned WUl, " I wouldn't press her, parson. I feel

tongue-tied myself, who am not used to it ; and she's a woman, and little

more than a child, when all is said. But for my part, as far as I can

understand what people mean by it, I foncy I must be what they call in

love. I do not wish to be held as committing myself; for I may be

wrong ; but that is how I believe things are with me. And if Miss

Marjarie should feel any otherwise on her pai't, mayhap she would be so

kind as shake her head."

Marjarie was silent, and gave no sign that she had heard.

" How is that, pai'son 1
" asked Will.

" The girl must speak," replied the parson, laying dowm his pipe.

" Here's our neighbour who says he loves you, Madge, Do you love

him, ay or no 1

"

" I think I do," said Marjarie, faintly.

" Well then, that's all that could be wished ! " cried WUl, heanily.

And he took her hand across the tiible, and held it a moment in both of

his with great satisfaction.

VOL. XXXVII.—xo. 217. 3
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" You must muriy," observed the parson, replacing liis pipe in his

mouth.
" Is that the right thing to do, think you ? " demanded WilL
" It Is indis])ensable," said the parson.

" Very well," replied the wooer.

Two or three days passed away with great delight to Will, although

a bystander might scarce have found it out. He continued to take his

meals opposite Marjarie, and to talk with her and gaze upon her in her

father's pi-esence ; but he made no attempt to see her alone, nor in any other

way changed his conduct towards her from what it had been since the

beginning. Perhaps the girl was a little disappointed, and perhaps not

unjustly ; and yet if it had been enough to be always in the thoughts of

another person, and so pervade and alter his whole life, she might have

been thoroughly contented. For she was never out of Will's mind for an

instant. He sat over the stream, and watched the dust of the eddy, and

the poised fish, and straining weeds ; he wandered out alone into the

purple even, with all the blackbirds piping round him in the wood ; he

rose early in the morning, and saw the sky turn from grey to gold, and

the light leap upon the hill-tops ; and all the while he kept wondering if

he had never seen such things before, or how it was that they should look

so different now. The sound of his own mill-wheel, or of the wind among

the trees, confounded and charmed his heart. The most enchanting

thoughts presented themselves unbidden in his mind. He Avas so happy

tiiat he could not sleep at night, and so restless that he could hardly sit

still out of her company. And yet it seemed as if he avoided her rather

than sought her out.

One day, as he was coming home from a ramble. Will found Marjarie

in the garden picking flowers ; and as he came up with her, slackened

his pace and continued walking by her side.

" You like flowers," he said.

" Indeed I love them dearly," she i-eplied. " Do you 1

"

" Why, no," said he, " not so much. They are a very small affi\ir,

when all is done. I can fancy people caring for them greatly, but not

•doing as you are just now."
" How 1 " she asked, pausing and looking up at him.

" Plucking them," said he. " They are a deal better off where they

are, and look a deal prettier, if you go to that."

" I wish to have them for my own," she answered, " to carry them
near my heart, and keep them in my room. They tempt me when they

grow here ; they seem to say ' Come and do something with us ;
' but

once I have cut them and put them by, the charm is laid, and I can

look at them with quite an easy heart."

" You wish to possess them," replied Will, " in order to think no

more about them. It's a bit like killing the goose with the golden eggs.

It's a bit like what I wished to do when I was a boy. Because I

had a fency for looking oiit over the plain, I mshed to go down there

—
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where I couldn't look out over it any longer. Wns not that fine reason-

ing 1 Dear, dear, if they only thoiight of it, all the world would do like

me ; and you would let your flowers alone, just as 1 stay up here in the

mountains." Suddenly he broke off sharp. " By the Lord !
" he cried.

And when she asked him what was wrong, he turned the question of!',

and walked away into the house with rather a humorous expression of

ftice.

He was silent at table ; and after the night had fallen and the stars

had come out overhead, he walked up and down for hours in the court-

yard and garden with an uneven pace. There was still a light in the

window of Marjarie's room : one little oblong patch of orange in a world

of dark blue hills and silver starlight. Will's mind ran a great deal on

the window ; but his thoughts were not very lover-like. " There she is

in her room," he thought, "and there are the stars overhead:—a blessing

upon both !
" Both were good influences in his life ; both soothed and

braced him in his profound contentment with the world. And what

more should he desire with either 1 The fat young man and his counsels-

were so present to his mind, that he thi-ew back his head, and putting

his hands before his mouth, shouted aloud to the populous heavens.

AVliether from the position of his head or the sudden strain of the exer-

tion, he seemed to see a momentary shock among the stars, and a diffusion

of frosty light pass from one to another along the sky. At the same

instant, a corner of the blind was lifted and lowered again at once. He
laughed a loud ho-ho !

" One and another !
" thought "Will. " The stars

tremble, and the blind goes up. Why, before Heaven, what a gi-eat

magician I must be ! Now if I were only a fool, should not I be in a.

pretty way]" And he went off to bed, chuckling to himself: "If I

were only a fool !

"

The next morning pretty early, he saw her once more in the garden,

and sought her out.

" I have been thinking about getting man-ied," he began abruptly ;

*' and after having turned it all over, I have made up my mind it's not

worth while."

She turned upon him for a single moment ; but his radiant, kindly

appearance would, under the cii-cumstances, have disconcerted an angel,

and she looked down again upon the ground in silence. He could see

her tremble.

" I hope you don't mind," he went on, a little taken aback. " You
ought not. I have tiu-ned it all over, and upon my soul there's nothing

in it. We should never be one whit nearer than we are just now, and,

if I am a wise man, nothing like so happy."
" It is imnecessary to go round about with me," she said. " I very

well remember that you refused to commit yourself; and now that I see

you were mistaken, and in reality have never cared for me, I can only

feel sad that I have been so far misled."

" I ask your pardon," said Will stoutly ; " you do not imderstand my
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meaning. As to whetlier I have ever loved you or not, I must leave

that to others. But for one thing, my feeling is not changed ; and for

another, you may make it your boast that you have made my whole life

and character sometliing different from what they were. I mean what I

say j no less. I do not think get-!-ing married is worth while. I would

rather you went on living with your father, so that I could walk over

and sec you once, or maybe twice a week, as people go to church, and

then we should both be all the happier between whiles. That's my
notion ; but I'll marry you if you will," he added.

" Do you know that you are insulting me 1
" she broke out.

" Not I, Marjarie," said he ;
" if there is anything in a clear con-

science, not I. I offer you all my heart's best affection
;
you can take it

or want it, though I suspect it's beyond either your power or mine to

change what has once been done, and set me fancy-free. I'll marry you,

if you like ; but I tell you agaia and again, it's not worth while, and we
had best stay friends. Though I am a quiet man I have noticed a heap

of things in my life. Trust in me, and take things as I pi'opose ; or, if

you don't like that, say the word, and I'll marry you out of hand."

There was a considerable pause, and Will, who l^egan to feel uneasy,

laegan to grow angry in consequence.

" It seems you are too proud to say your mind," he said. " Believe

me, that's a pity. A clean shrift makes simple living. Can a man be

moi-e downright or honourable to a woman than I have been ? I have

said my say, and given you your choice. Do you want me to marry

you ? or will you take my friendship, as I think best ! or have you had

enough of me for good 1 Speak out for the dear God's sake ! You
know your father told you a girl should speak her mind in these

affairs."

She seemed to recover herself at that, turned without a word, walked

rapidly through the garden, and disappeared into the house, leaving

Will in some confusion as to the result. He walked up and down the

garden, whistling softly to himself Sometimes he stopped and contem-

jjlated the sky and hill-tops ; sometimes he went down to the tail of the

weir and sat there, looking foolishly into the water. All this dubiety

and pertui-bation was so foreign to his nature and the life which he had
resolutely chosen for himself, that he began to regret Maijarie's arrival.

"After all,".he thought, "I was as happy as a man need be. I could

come down here and watch my iishes all day long if I wanted : I was as

settled and contented as my old mill."

Marjarie came down to dinner, looking very tiim and quiet ; and no

sooner Avere all three at table than she made her father a speech, with

liei- eyes tixed upon her plate, but showing no other sig-n of embarrass-

nieut or distress.

*• Father," she began, " Mr. Will and I have been talking things

ovei-. We see that v/e have eacli made a mistake about our feelings,

and lie has agreed, at my reijuest, to give up all idea of marriage, and be
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no more than my very good frieuil, as in the past. You see, there i.s no

shadow of a quarrel, and indeed I hope we shall see a great deal of hiui

in the futvn-e, for his visits will always be welcome in our house. Of

course, father, you will know best, but perhaps we should do better to

leave Mr. Will's house for the present. I believe, after what has passed,

we should hardly be agreeable inmates for some days."

Will, who had commanded himself with difficulty from the fii'st,

broke out upon this into an inarticulate noise, and raised one hand with

an appearance of real dismay, as if he were about to interfere and con-

tratlict. But she checked him at once, looking up at him with a swift

glance and an angry flush upon her cheek.

"You will perhaps have the good grace," she said, "to let me explain

thase matters for myself."

Will was put entirely out of countenance by her expression and the

ring of her voice. He held his peace, concluding that* there were some

things about this girl beyond his comprehension, in which he was exactly

right.

The poor parson was quite crestfallen. He tried to prove that this

was no more than a true lovers' tifi", which would pass ofl' before night,

and when he was dislodged from that position, he went on to argue that

where there was no quarrel there could be no call for a separation ; for

the good man liked both his entertainment and his host. It was curious

to see how the girl managed tkem, saying little all the time, and that

very quietly, and yet twisting them round her finger and insensibly

leading them wherever she would by feminine tact and generalship. It

scarcely seemed to have been her doing—it seemed as if things had

merely so fallen out—that she and her father took their departure that

same afternoon in a farm-cai-t, and went farther down the valley, to wait

until theu' own hovise was ready for them in another hamlet. But Will

had been observing closely, and was well aware of her dexterity and

i-esolution. When he found himself alone he had a gi-eat many curious

mattei-s to turn over in his mind. He was very sad and solitary, to

begin with. All the interest had gone out of his life, and he might look

up at the stars as long as he pleased, he somehow failed to find support

and consolation. And then he was in such a turmoil of spirit about

Marjarie. He had been puzzled and imitated at her behaviour, and yet

he could not keep himself from admiring it. He thought he recognised

a fine, perverse angel in that still soul which he had never hitherto sus-

pected ; and though he saw it was an influence that would fit but ill

with his own life of artificial calm, he could not keep himself from,

ardently desiring to possess it. Like a man who has lived among
shadows and now meets the sun, he was both pained and delighted.

As the days went forward he passed from one extreme to another

;

now pluming himself on the strength of his determination, now despising

his timid and silly caution. The former was, perhaps, the true thought

of his heart, and represented the regular tenor of the man's reflections;
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but the latter burst forth from time to time with an unruly violence,

and then he would forget all consideration, and go up and down his

house and garden or walk among the firwoods like one who is beside

himself with remorse. To equable, steady-minded Will this state of

matters was intolerable ; ajid he determined, at whatever cost, to bring

it to an end. So, one warm summer afternoon he put on his best

clothes, took a thorn switch in his hand, and set out down the valley by

the river. As soon as he had taken his determination, he had regained

at a bound his customary peace of heart, and he enjoyed the bright

weather and the variety of the scene without any admixture of alarm or

unpleasant eagerness. It was nearly the same to him how the matter

turned out. If she accepted him he would have to marry her this time,

which perhaps was all for the best. If she refused him, he would have

done his best, and might follow his own way in the future with an un-

troubled conscience. He hoped, on the whole, she would refuse him

;

and then, again, as he saw the brown roof which sheltered her peeping

through some willows at an angle of the stream, he was half inclined

to reverse the wish, and more than, half ashamed of himself for this

infirmity of purpose.

Marjarie seemed glad to see him, and gave him her hand without

affectation or delay.

" I have been thinking about this marriage," he began.

" So have I," she answered. " And I respect you more and more for

a very wise man. You understood me better than I tuiderstood myself

;

and I am now quite certain that things are all for the best as they are."

" At the same time ," ventm-ed Will.

" You must be tired," she interrupted. " Take a seat and let me
fetch you a glass of wine. The afternoon is so warm ; and I wish you

not to be displeased with your visit.
" You must come quite often ; once

a week, if you can spare the time ; I am always so glad to see my
friends."

" Oh, very well," thought Will to himself. " It appears I was

right after all." And he paid a very agreeable visit, walked home again

in capital spirits, and gave himself no further concei-n about the matter.

For nearly three years, Wdl and Marjarie continued on these terms,

seeing each other once or twice a week without any word of love between

them ; and for all that time I believe Will was nearly as happy as a man
can be. He rather stinted himself the pleasure of seeing her ; and he

would often walk half way over to the parsonage, and then back again,

as if to whet his appetite. Indeed there was one corner of the road,

whence he could see the church-spire wedged into a crevice of the valley

between sloping firwoods, with a triangular snatch of plain by way of

background, which he gi-eatly affected as a place to sit and moralise in

before returning homewards; and the peasants got so much into the

habit of finding him there in the twilight, that they gave it the name of

" Will o' the Mill's Corner."
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At the eud of tLe tliree yeai-s, Maijarie played liim a sail trick by

suddenly maiTying somebody else. Will kept his countenance bravely,

and merely remax-ked that, for as little as he knew of women, he had

acted very prudently in not manying her himself three years Ixjfoi'C.

She plainly knew very little of her own mind ; and in spite of a decep-

tive manner, was as fickle and flighty as the rest of them. He had to

congratulate himself on an escape, he said, and would take a higher

opinion of his own wisdom in consequence. But at heart, he was

reasonably displeased, moped a good deal for a month or two and fell

away in flesh, to the astonishment of his serving lads.

It was perhaps a year after this marriage, that Will was wakened

late one night by the sound of a horse galloping on the road, followed by

precipitate knocking at the inn-door. He opened his window and saw a

farm servant, mounted and holding a led horse by the bi'idle, who told

him to make what haste he covild and go along with him ; for Marjarie

was dying, and had sent urgently to fetch him to her bedside. Will was

no horseman, and made so little speed upon the way, that the poor young

wife was very near her end before he arrived. But they had some

minutes' talk in private, and he v/as present and wept very bitterly while

she breathed her last.

The day broke as he w^alked homewards. One by one the stars

melted and disappeared ; one by one the hill-tops kindled and grew

bright. The river sang in the hush ; and Will felt an immense content-

ment swallowing up a little sorrow, as the sea covers a grain of sand or

the day extinguishes a star. She had loved him as he had loved her, as

something set apart over life ; and henceforward they might continue to

love each other, without jar or difliculty, without doubt or after-thought,

across the gulf of death. He had been contented in his love when they

were two miles apart ; he might have been contented if all the seas had

flowed between them ; and should he not be contented now, when she

w^as caught up into another woi'ld, immeasurably far indeed, but perfectly

secure and happy ]

Death.

Year after year went away into nothing, with great explosions and out-

cries in the cities on the plain ; red revolt springing up and being

suppressed in blood, battle swaying hither and thither, patient astrono-

mers in observatory towers picking out and christening new stars,

plays being performed in lighted theatres, people being carried into

hospital on stretchers, and all the usual turmoil and agitation of men's

lives in crowded centres. Up in Will's valley only the winds and

seasons made an epoch ; the fish hung in the swdft stream, the birds

circled overhead, the pine-tops rustled underneath the stars, the tall hills

stood over all ; and Will went to and fro, minding his wayside inn,

until the snow began to thicken on h\& head. His heart was young and
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vigorous ; and if liis pulses kept a sober time, they still beat strong and
steady in liis wrists, He carried a ruddy stain on either cheek, like a

ripe apple ; he stooped a little, but his step was still firm ; and his

sinewy hands were reached out to all men with a friendly pressure. His

face was covered with those wrinkles which are got in the open an* and

which, rightly looked at, are no more than a sort of permanent sunbuniing

;

such wrinkles heighten the stupidity of stupid faces; but to a person like

Will, with his clear eyes and smiling mouth, only give another charm by
testifying to a simple and easy life. His talk was full of wise sayings.

He had a taste for other people ; and other people had a taste for him.

When the valley was full of tourists in the season, there were merry

nights in Will's arbour ; and his views, which seemed whimsical to his

neighbours, were often enough admired by learned people out of towns

and colleges. Indeed, he had a very noble old age, and grew daily better

known ; so that his fame was heard of in the cities on the plain ; and

young men who had been summer travellers spoke together in cafes of

Will o' the Mill and his rough philosophy. Many and many an invita-

tion, you may be sure, he had ; but nothing could tempt him from his

upland valley. He would shake his head and smile over his tobacco-

pipe with a deal of meaning. " You come too late," he would answer.

" I am a dead man now ; I have lived and died already. Fifty years

ago you would have brought my heart into my mouth ; and now you do

'

not even tempt me. But that is the object of long living, that a man
should cease to cai-e about life." And again :

" There is only one

difference between a long life and a good dinner : that, in the dinner, the

dainties come last." Or once more :
" When I was a boy, I was a bit

puzzled, and hardly knew whether it was myself or the world that was

curious and worth looking into. Now, I know it is myself, and stick to

that."

He never showed any symptom of frailty, but kept stalwart and

firm to the last ; but they say he grew less talkative towards the end,

and would listen to other people by the hour in an ami^sed and sympa-

thetic silence. Only, when he did speak, it was more to the point and

more charged with old ex2:)erience. He diank a bottle of wine gladly

;

aboA'e all, at sunset on the hill-top, or quite late at night under the stars

in the arbour-. The sight of something attractive and unattainable

seasoned his enjoyment, he would say ; and he professed he had lived

long enough to admire a candle all the more when he could compare it

with a planet.

One night, in his seventy-second year, he awoke in bed in such un-

easiness of body and mind, that he rose and dressed himself and went

out to meditate in the arbour. It was pitch dark, without a star ; the

river was swollen, and the wet woods and meadows loaded the air with

perfume. It had thundered during the day, and it promised more

thunder foi- the morrow. A murky, stifling night for a man of seventy-

two ! Whether it v.-as the weather oi' the wakefulness, or some little
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touch of fevei- in liis old limbs, Will's miud was besieged by tumultuous

and crying memories. His boyhood, the night with the fat young man,

the death of his adopted parents, the summer days with Marjarie, and

many of those small circumstances, wliich seem nothing to another, and

are yet the very gist of a man's own life to himself—things seen, words

heard, looks misconstrued—arose from their forgotten corners and

usurped his attention. The dead themselves were with him, not

merely taking part in this thin show of memory that defiled before lus

brain, but revisiting his bodily senses as they do in profound and vivid

dreams. The fat young man leaned his elbows on the table opposite

;

Marjarie came and went with an apronful of flowers between the garden

and the arbour ; he could hear the old parson knocking out his pipe or

blowing his resonant nose. The tide of his consciousness ebbed and

flowed : he was sometimes half asleep and drowned in these recollections

of the past ; and sometimes he was broad awake, wondering at himself.

But about the middle of the night, he was startled by the voice of the

dead miller calling to him out of the house as he used to do on the

arrival of custom. The hallucination was so perfect that Will sprang

from his seat and stood listening for the summons to be repeated ;
and as

he listened, he became conscious of another noise besides the brawling of

the river and the ringing in his feverish ears. It was like the stir of

horses and the creaking of harness, as though a carriage with an im-

patient team had been brought up upon the road before the coui-tyard

gate. At such an hour, upon this rough and dangerous pass, the supposi-

tion was no better than absurd ; and Will dismissed it from his mind,

and resumed his seat upon the arbour chair ; and sleep closed over him

again like running water. He was once again awakened by the dead

miller's call, thinner and more spectral than before ; and once again he

heard the noise of an equipage upon the road. And so tkrice and four

times, tlie same dream, or the same fancy, presented itself to his senses

;

untU at length, smiling to himself as when one liumours a nervous child,

he proceeded towards the gate to set his uncertainty at rest.

From the arbour to the gate was no great distance ; and yet it took

Will some time ; it seemed as if the dead thickened around him in the

eoiu-t, and crossed his path at every step. For, first, he was suddenly

surpi-ised by an overpowering sweetness of heliotropes ; it was as if his

garden had been planted with this flower from end to end, and the hot,

damp night had drawn forth all then- perfumes in a breath. Now the

heliotrope had been Mai-jarie's favourite flower, and since her death not

one of them had ever been planted in Will's ground.

" I must be going crazy," he thought. '• Poor Maijarie and her

heliotropes
!

"

And with that he raised his eyes towards the window that had once

been hers. If he had been bewildered before, he was now almost terrified
;

for there was a light in the room ; the window was an orange oblong as

of yore ; and the corner of the blind was lifted and let fall as on the
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night when he stood and shouted to the stars in liis perplexity. The
illusion only endured an instant ; but it left him somewhat unmanned,
rubbing his eyes and staring at the outline of the house and the black

night behind it. While he thus stood, and it seemed as if he must have

stood there quite a long time, there came a renewal of the noises on the

road : and he turned in time to meet a stranger, who was advancing to

meet him across the court. There was something like the outline of a

great carriage discernible on the road behind the stranger, and above

that, a few black pine-tops, like so many plumes.

" Master Will ? " asked the new-comer, in brief military fashion.

" That same, sir," answered Will. " Can I do anything to serve

you 1
"

" I have heard you much spoken of. Master Will," returned the

other ; " much spoken of, and well. And though I have both hands full

of business, I wish to drinlv a bottle of wine with you in your arbour.

Before I go, I shall introduce myself."

Will led the way to the ti-ellis, and got a lamp lighted and a bottle

uncorked. He was not altogether unvised to such complimentary inter-

views, and hoped little enough from this one, being schooled by many
disappointments. A sort of cloud had settled on his wits and prevented

him from remembering the strangeness of the hour. He moved mechani-

cally like a person in his sleep ; and it seemed as if the lamp caught fire

and the bottle came uncorked with the facility of thought. Still, he

had some curiosity about the appearance of his visitor, and tried in vain

to turn the light into his face ; either he handled the lamp clumsily, or

there was a dimness over his eyes ; but he coidd make out little more
than a shadow at table with him. He stared and stared at this shadow,

as he wiped out the glasses, and began to feel cold and strange about

the heart. The silence weighed upon him, for he could heai- nothing

now, not even the liver, but the drumming of his own arteries in his

ears.

" Here's to you," said the stranger, roughly.

" Here is my service, sir," replied Will, sipping liis wine, which some-

how tasted oddly.

" I imderstand you are a very positive fellow," pursued the stranger.

Will made answer with a smile of some satisfaction and a little nod.

" So am I," continued the other ;
" and it is the delight of my heart

to tramp on people's corns. I will have nobody positive but myself;

not one. I have crossed the whims, in my time, of kings and generals

and great artists. And what would you say," he went on, " if I had
come up here on purpose to cross yours ?

"

Will had it on his tongue to make a sharp rejoinder ; but the jjolite-

ness of an old innkeeper prevailed ; and he held his peace and made
answer with a ci\T.l gesture of the hand.

" I have," said the stranger. " And if I did not hold you in a particu-

lar esteem, I should make no words about the matter. It appears you
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pride yourself on .staying where you are. You mean to stick by your

inn. Now I mean you shall come for a turn with me in my barouche ;

and before this bottle's empty, so you shall."

" That would be an odd thing, to be sure," replied Will, with a

chuckle. " Why, sir, I have grown here like an old oak-tree ; the

Devil himself could hardly root me up : and for all I perceive you are a

very entertaining old gentleman, I would wager you another bottle you

lose your pains with me."

The dimness of Will's eyesight had been increasing all this while
;

but though he was now as good as blind, he was somehow conscious of a

sharp and chilling scrutiny which ii-ritated and yet overmastered him.

"You need not think," he broke out suddenly, in an explosive,

febrile manner that startled and alarmed himself, " that I am a stay-at-

home, because I fear anything under God. God knows I am tired enough

of it all; and when the time comes for a longer journey than ever you

dream of, I reckon I shall find myself prepared."

The stranger emptied his glass and pushed it away from him. He
looked down for a little, and then leaning over the table, tapped Will

three times upon the forearm with a single finger. " The time has come !

"

he said, solemnly, wagging his head.

A nasty thrill spread from the spot he touched. The tones of his

voice were dnll and startling, and echoed strangely in Will's heart.

" I beg your pardon," he said, with some discomposure. " What do

you mean 1
"

" Look at me, and you will find your eyesight swim. Eaise your

hand ; it is dead-heavy. This is your last bottle of wine, Master Will,

and your last night ujion the earth."

" You are a doctor 1 " quavered Will.

" The best that ever was," replied the other ;
" for I cure both mind

and body with the same prescription. I take away all pain and I

forgive all sins ; and where my patients have gone wrong in life, I

smooth out all complications and set them fi-ee again upon theii- feet."

" I have no need of you," said Will.

" A time comes for all men, Master Will," replied the doctor, " when
the helm is taken out of their hands. For you, because you were pru-

dent and quiet, it has been long of coming, and you have had long to dis-

cipline yourself for its reception. You haA^e seen what is to be seen

about your mill; you have sat close all your days like a hare in its

form ; but now that is at an end ; and," added the doctor, getting on

his feet, " you must arise and come with me."
" You are a strange physician," said Will, looking steadfastly upon

his guest.

" I am a natural law," he replied, " and people call me Death."

" Why did you not tell me so at first? " cried Will. " I have been

waiting for you these many years. Give me your hand, and welcome."

" liCan upon my ai-m," .said the stranger, " for already your strength
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abates. Lean on me as licaviJy as you need ; for though I am old, I

am very strong. It is but tln-ee steps to my carriage, and there all your

trouble ends. Why, AVill," he added, " I have been yearning for you as

if you were my own son ; and of all the men that ever I came for in

my long days, I have come for you most gladly. I am caustic, and

sometimes offend people at first sight ; but I am a good friend at heart

to such as you."

" Since Marjarie was taken fi-om me," I'eturned Will, with a break

in his voice, " I declare before God you were the only fiiend I had to

look for."

So the i^air went arm-in-arm across the courtyard.

One of the servants awoke about this time and heard the noise of

horses pawing before he dropped asleep again ; all down the valley that

night there was a rushing as of a smooth and steady wind descencUng

towards the plain ; and when the world rose next morning, sure enough

Will o' the Mill had gone at last upon his travels.

E. L. S.
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(TrabbcLi %(\( ani) 5)outf).

You know my mother now and then argues very notably ; always very warmly
at least. I happen often to differ from her ; and we both think so well of our own
arguments, that we very seldom are so happy as to convince one another. A pretty

common case, I believe, in all vehemeni debatiugs. She says, I am too witty ; An-
gelica, too 'pert ; I, that she is too wise ; that is to say, being likewise put into Eng-
lish, not so young as site has been.—Miss Howe to Miss Harlowe, Clarissa, vol. ii.

Letter xiii.

There is a strong feeling in favour of cowardly and prudential proverbs.

The sentiments of a man while he is full of ardour and hope are to be

received, it is supposed, with some qualification. But when tlie same
jjerson has ignomiuiously failed and begins to eat up his words, he should

be listened to like an oracle. Most of our pocket wisdom is conceived

for the use of mediocre people, to discoiu-age them from ambitious

attempts, and generally console them in their mediocrity. And since

mediocre people constitute the bulk of humanity, this is no doubt very

properly so. But it does not follow that the one sort of proposition is

any less true than the otlier, or that Icarus is not to be more praised,

and perhaps more envied, than Mr, Samuel Budgett the Successful

Merchant. The one is dead to be sure, while the other is still in his

counting-house counting out his money ; and doubtless this is a conside-

ration. But we have, on the other hand, some bold and magnanimous

sayings common to high races and natures, which set forth the advantage

of the losing side, and proclaim it better to be a dead lion than a living

dog. It is difficult to fancy how the mediocrities reconcile such sayings

with their proverbs. According to the latter, every lad who goes to sea

is an egregious ass ; never to forget your umbrella through a long life

would seem a higher and wiser flight of achievement than to go smiling

to the stake ; and so long as you are a bit of a coward and inflexible in

money matters, you fulfil the whole duty of man. It is a still more

diflicult consideration for our average men, that whUe all theii- teachers,

from Solomon down to Benjamin Franklin and the infamous Budgett,

have inculcated the same ideal of manners, caution, and respectability,

those characters in history who have most notoriously flown in the face

of such precepts are spoken of in hypei-bolical terms of praise, and
honom-ed with public monuments in the streets of our commercial

centres. This is very bewildering to the moral sense. You have Joan
of Arc, who left a humble but honest and leputable livelihood under the

eyes of her parents, to go a-colonelling, in the company of rowdy soldierf-,
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against the felicmies of France ; surely a melancholy example for one's

daughters ! And then you have Columbus, who may have pioneered

America, but when all is said, was a most imprudent navigator. His life

is not the kind of thing one would like to put into the hands of young

people ; rather, one would do one's utmost to keep it from their know-

ledge, as a red flag of adventure and disintegrating influence in life.

The time would fail me if I were to recite all Ihe big names in history

whose exploits are perfectly irrational and even shocking to the biisiness

mind. The incongruity is speaking; and I imagine it must engender

among the mediocrities a very peculiar attitude towards the nobler and

showier sides of national life. They will read of the Charge of Balaclava

in much the same spirit as they assist at a performance of the Lyons^

Mail. Persons of substance take in the Tivics and sit composedly in

pit or boxes according to the degree of their prosperity in business. As
for the generals who go galloping up and down among bomb-shells in

absurd cocked hats—as for the actoi's who luddle their faces and demean

themselves for hire upon the stage—they must belong, thank God ! to a

different order of beings, whom we watch as we watch the clouds

careering in the windy, bottomless inane, or read about like characters

in ancient and rather fabulous annals. Our offspring would no more

think of copying their tehaviour, let us hope, than of dofling their

clothes and painting themselves blue in consequence of certain admissions

in the first chapter of their school history of England.

Discredited as they are in practice, the cowardly proverbs hold their

own in theory ; and it is anothex" instance of the same spiiit, that the

opinions of old men about life have been accepted as final. All sorts of

allowances are made for the illusions of youth ; and none, or almost

none, for the disenchantments of age. It if^held to be a good taunt, and

somehow or other to clinch the question logically, when an old gentle-

man waggles his head and says :
" Ah, so I thought Avhen I was your

age." It is not thought an answer at all, if the young man retoi'ts :

" My venerable sir, so I shall most probably think when I am yours."

And yet the one is as good as the other : pass for pass, tit for tat, a

Roland for an Oliver.

*' Opinion in good men," says Milton, " is but knov/ledge in the

making." All opinions, properly so called, are stages on the road to

truth. It does not follow that a man will travel any farther ; but if he

has really considered the world and drawn a conclusion, he has travelled

as far. This does not apply to formulae got by rote, which are stages on the

i-oad to nowhere but second childhood and the grave. To have a catch-

word in your mouth is not the same thing as to hold an opinion ; still

less is it the same thing as to have made one for yourself. There are too

many of these catchwords in the world for people to rap out upon you

like an oath and by way of an argument. They have a currency as

intellectual counters ; and many respectable persons pay their way with

nothing else. They seem to stand for vague bodies of theory in the
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background. The imputed virtue of folios full of knockdown arguments

is supposed to reside in them, just as some of the majesty of the British

Empii-e dwells in the constable's truncheon. They are used in pure

superstition, as old clodhoppers spoil Latin by way of an exorcism. And
yet they are vastly serviceable for checking unprofitable discussion and

stoi:)ping the mouths of babes and sucklings. And when a young man
comes to a certain stage of intellectual gi'owth, the examination of these

counters forms a gymnastic at once amusing and fortifyiug to the

mind.

Because I have reached Paris, I am not ashamed of having passed

through Newhaven and Dieppe. They were very good places to pass

through, and I am none the less at my destination. All my old opinions

were only stages on the way to the one I now hold, as itself is only a

stage on the way to something else. I am no more abashed at having

been a red-hot Socialist with a panacea of my own than at having been

a sucking infant. Doubtless the world is quite right in a million ways

;

but you have to be kicked about a little to convince you of the fact.

And in the meanwhile you must do something, be something, believe

something. It is not possible to keep the mind in a state of accurate

balance and blank; and even if you could do so, instead of coming

ultimately to the right conclusion, you would be very apt to remain in a

state of balance and blank to perpetuity. Even in quite intermediate

stages, a dash of enthusiasm is not a thing to be ashamed of in the

retrospect : if St. Paul had not been a very zealous Pharisee, he would
have been a colder Christian. For my part, I look back to the time

when I was a Socialist with something like regret. I have convinced

myself (for the moment) that we had better leave these great changes to

what we call great blind forces : their blindness being so much more
perspicacious than the little, peering, partial eyesight of men. I seem

to see that my own scheme would not answer; and all the other schemes

I ever heard propounded would depress some elements of goodness just

as much as they encouraged others. Now I know that in thus turning

Conservative with years, I am going through the normal cycle of change

and travelling in the common orbit of men's opinions. I submit to this,

as I would submit to gout or grey hair, as a concomitant of growing

age or else of failing animal heat ; but I do not acknowledge that it is

necessarily a change for the better—I daresay it is deplorably for the

worse, I have no choice in the business, and can no more resist this

tendency of my mind than I could prevent my body from beginning to

totter and decay. If I am spared (as the phrase runs) I shall doubtless

outlive some troublesome desires ; but I am in no hurry about that

;

nor, when the time comes, shall I plume myself on the immunity. Just

in the same way, I do not greatly pride myself on having outlived my
belief in the faii-y tales of Socialism. Old people have faults of their

own
; they tend to become cowardly, niggardly, and suspicious, Wliether

from the growth of experience or the decline of animal heat, I see that
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age leads to these and certain other faults ; and it follows, of course, that

while in one sense I ho^ie I am journeying towards the truth, in another

I am indubitably posting towards these forms and sources of error.

As we go catching and catching at this or that comer of knowledge,

now getting a foresight of generous possibilities, now chilled with a glimpse

of prudence, we may compare the headlong course of our years to a swift

torrent in which a man is carried away ; now he is dashed against a

boulder, now he grapples for a moment to a trailing spray; at the end,

he is hurled out and overwhelmed in a dark and bottomless ocean. We
have no more than glimpses and touches ; we are torn away from oiir

theories ; we are spun round and round and shown this or the other

view of life, until only fools or knaves can hold to theii- opinions. We
take a sight at a condition in life, and say we have studied it ; oiu' most

elaborate view is no more than an impression. If we had breathing

space, we should take the occasion to modify and adjust ; but at this

breakneck huny, we are no sooner boys than we are adult, no sooner in

love than married or jilted, no sooner one age than we begin to be

another, and no sooner in the fulness of our manhood than we begin to

decline towards the grave. It is in vain to seek for consistency or

expect clear and stable views in a medium so perturbed and fleeting.

This is no cabinet science, in which things are tested to a scruple ; we
theorise with a pistol to oiu* head ; we are confronted with a new set of

conditions on which we have not only to pass a judgment, but to take

action, before the hour is at an end. And we cannot even regard our-

selves as a constant ; in this flux of things, our identity itself seems in

a perpetual variation ; and not infi'cquently we find our own disguise

the strangest in the masquerade. In the covu-se of time, we grow to love

things we hated and hate things we loved. Milton is not so dull as he

once was, nor perhaps Ainsworth so amusing. It is decidedly harder to

climb trees, and not neai'ly so hard to sit still. There is no use pretend-

ing ; even the thrice royal game of hide and seek has somehow lost in

zest. All our attributes are modified or changed ; and it will be a poor

account of us if our views do not modify and change in a proportion. To

hold the same views at forty as we held at twenty, is to have been

stupified for a score of years, and take rank, not as a prophet, but as an

unteachable brat, well birched and none the wiser. It is as if a ship

captain should sail to India from the Port of London ; and having

brought a chart of the Thames on deck at his first setting out, should

obstinately use no other for the whole voyage.

And mark you, it would be no less foolish to begin at Gravesend

with a chart of the Red Sea. Si Jeunesse savait, si Vieillesse pouvait,

is a veiy pretty sentiment, but not necessarily right. In five cases out

of ten, it is not so much that the young people do not know, as that

they do not choose. There is something iiTCverent in the speculation,

but perhaps the want of power has more to do with the wise resolutions

of age than we are always willing to admit ! It would be an instructive
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experiment to make an old man young again and leave liim all Ids

savoir. I scarcely think he would \)\\t his money in the Savings Bank

after all ; I doubt if he would be such an admirable son as we are led to

expect ; and as for his conduct in love, I believe firmly he would out-

Herod Herod, and put the whole of his new compeers to the blush.

Prudence is a wooden Juggernaut, before whom Benjamin Franklin

walks with the portly air of a high priest, and after whom dances many
a successful merchant in the chaiucter of Atys. But it is not a deity to

cultivate in youth. If a man lives to any considerable age, it cannot be

denied that he laments his imprudencies, but I notice he often laments

Ids youth a deal more bitterly and with a more genuine intonation. It

is customary to say that age should be considered, because it comes last.

It seems just as much to the point, that youth comes first. And the

scale faii-ly kicks the beam, if you go on to add that age, in a majority

of cases, never comes at all. Disease and accident make short work

of even the most prosperous persons; death costs nothing, and the

expense of a headstone is an inconsiderable trifle to the happy heir. To be

suddenly snuffed out in the middle of ambitious schemes, is tragical enough

at best ; but when a man has been grudging himself his own life in the

meanwhile, and saving up everything for the festival that was never to be,

it becomes that hysterically moving sort of tragedy which lies on the confines

of farce. The victim is dead—and he has cunningly oveiTeached him-

self; a combination of calamities none the less absurd for being grim.

To husband a favourite claret until the batch turns sour, is not at all an

artful stroke of policy ; and how much more with a whole cellar—

a

whole bodily existence ! People may lay down their lives with cheerful-

ness in the sure expectation of a blessed immortality ; but that is a

diifereut aflair from giving up youth with all its admirable pleasures, in

the hope of a better quality of gruel in a more than 23roblematical, nay,

more than improbable, old age. We should not compliment a hungry

man, who should refuse a whole dinner and reserve all his appetite for the

dessert, before he knew whether there was to be any dessert or not. Ifthere

be such a thing as imprudence in the world, we sui-ely have it here. We
sail in leaky bottoms and on great and perilous waters; and to take a

cue from the doloi'ous old naval ballad, we have heard the mermaidens

singing, and>know that we shall never see dry land any more. Old and

young, we are all on our last cruise. If there is a fill of tobacco among

the crew, for God's sake pass it round, and let us have a pipe before

we go

!

Indeed, by the report of our elders, this nervous preparation for old

age is only trouble thrown away. We fall on guard, and after all it is

a friend who comes to meet us. After the sun is down and the west

faded, the heavens begin to fill with shining stars. So, as we grow old,

a sort of equable jog-trot of feeling is substituted for the violent ups

and downs of passion and disgust ; the same influence that restrains our

ho})es, quiets our apprehensions ; if the pleasures are less intense, the
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troubles are milder and more tolerable ; and in a word, this period for

wbich we are asked to hoard up everything as for a time of famine, is,

in its own right, the richest, easiest, and happiest of life. Nay, by

managing its own work and following its own happy inspiration, youth

is doing the best it can to endow the leisure of age. A full, busy youth

is your only prelude to a self-contained and independent age ; and the

muif inevitably develops into the bore. There are not many Doctor

Johnsons, to set forth upon their first romantic voyage at sixty-four. If

we wish to scale Mont Blanc or visit a thieves' kitchen in the East End,

to go down in a diving dress or up in a balloon, we must be aboiit it

while we are still young. It will not do to delay until we are clogged

with prudence and limping with rheumatism, and people begin to ask us :

" What does Gravity out of bed ] " Youth is the time to go flashing

from one end of the world to the other both in mind and body ; to try

the manners of different nations ; to hear the chimes at midnight ; to

see sunrise in town and country ; to be converted at a revival ; to

circumnavigate the metaphysics, write halting verses, run a mile to see a

fire, and wait all day long in the theatre to applaud Hernani. There

is some meaning in the old theory about wild oats; and a man
who has not had his greensickness and got done with it for good,

is as little to be depended on as an imvaccinated infant. " It is

extraordinary," says Lord Beaconsfield, one of the brightest and bast

preserved of youths up to the date of his last novel, "it is extraordinary

how hourly and how violently change the feelings of an inex]3erienced

young man." And this mobility is a special talent entrusted to his care
;

a sort of indestructible vii-giuity ; a magic armour, with which he can

pass unhurt through great dangers and come unbedaubed out of the

miriest passages. Let him voyage, speculate, see all that he can, do all

that he may ; his soul has as many lives as a cat ; he will live in all

weathers, and never be a halfpenny the worse. Those who go to the

devil in youth, with anything like a fair chance, were probably little

worth saving from the first; they must have been feeble fellows

—

creatures made of putty and packthread, without steel or fire, anger or

true joyfulness, in their composition; we may sympathise with their

parents, but there is not much cause to go into mourning for themselves

;

for to be quite honest, the weak brother is the nastiest of mankind.

When the old man waggles his head and says, " Ah, so I thought

when I was your age," he has proved the youth's case. Doubtless,

whether from growth of experience or decline of animal heat, he thinks

so no longer ; but he thought so Avhile he was young ; and all men have

thought so while they wei-e young, since there was dew in the morning

or hawthorn inMay ; and here is anotheryoung man adding his vote to those

of previous generations and rivetting another link to the chain of testi-

mony. It is as natural and as right for a young man to be imprudent

and exaggerated, to live in swoops and circles, and beat about hi!? cage

like any other wild thing newly captured, as it is for old men to turn
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grey, or mothers to love their ofispiing, or heroes to die for something

more valuable than their lives. By way of an apologue for the aged,

when they feel more than usually tempted to offer their advice, let me
recommend the followiag little tale. A child who had been remarkably

fond of toys (and in particular of lead soldiers) found himself growing
to the level of acknowledged boyhood without any abatement of this

childish taste. He was thirteen ; already he had been taunted for dally-

ing overlong about the playbox ; he had to blush if he w;is found among
his lead soldiers ; the shades of the prison house were closing about liim

with a vengeance. There is nothing more difficult than to put the

thoughts of children into the language of their elders ; but this is the

effect of his meditations at this juncture : "Plainly," he said, "I must
give up my playthings, in the meanwhile, since I am not in a position to

secm-e myself against idle jeei-s. At the same time, I am sure that play-

thiugs are the very pick of life ; all people give them up out of the same
])usillauimous respect for those who are a little older ; and if they do not

return to them as soon as they can, it is only because they grow stupid

and forget. I shall be wiser ; I shall conform for a little to the ways of

their foolish world ; but so soon as I have made enough money, I shall

retire and shut myself up among my playthings until the day I die."

Nay, as he was passing in the train along the Estrelles mountains between

Cannes and Frejus, he remarked a pretty house in an orange gaiden at

the angle of a bay, and decided that this should be his Happy Valley.

Astrea Eedux ; childhood was to come again ! The idea has an air of

simple nobility to me, not unworthy of Cincinnatus. And yet, as the

I'cader has probably anticipated, it is never likely to be carried into effect.

There was a worm i' the bud, a fatal error in the jiremises. Childhood

must pass away, and then youth, as surely as age approaches. The true

wisdom is to be ahvays seasonable, and to change with a good grace in

changing cii'cumstances. To love playthings well as a child, to lead an

adventui-ous and honourable youth, and to settle when the time arrives,

into a green and smiling age, is to be a good artist in life and deserve

well of yoiu'self and your neighbonr.

You need repent none of your youthful vagaries. They may have

been over the score on one side, just as those of age are probably over

the scoi-e on the other. But they had a point ; they not only befitted

your iige and expressed its attitudes and passions, but they had a relation

to what was outside of you, and implied criticisms on the existing state

of things, which you need not allow to have been undeserved, because

you now see that they were partial. All error, not merely verbal, is a

strong way of stating that the current truth is incomplete. The follies

of youth have a basis in sound i-eason, just as much as the embarrassing

questions put by babes and sucklings. Their most antisocial acts indicate

the defects of our society. When the torrent sweeps the man against a

Ijoulder, you must expect him to scream, and you need not be surprised if

the scream is sometimes a theory. Shelley, cl a.fing at the Church of
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England, discovered the cure of all evils in universal atheism. Generous

lads irritated at the injustices of society, see nothing for it but the

abolishment of everything and Kingdom Come of anarchy. Shelley was

a young fool ; so are these cocksparrow revolutionaries. But it is better

to be a fool than to be dead. It is better to emit a scream in the shape

of a theory than to be entirely insensible to the jars and incongruities of

life and take everything as it comes in a forlorn stupidity. Some people

swallow the universe like a pill ; they travel on through the world, like

smiling images, pushed from behind. For God's sake, give me the young

man who has brains enough to make a fool of himself ! As for the

others, the irony of facts shall take it out of their hands, and make fools

of them in downright eai'nest, ere the farce be over. There shall be such

a mopping and a mowing at the last day, and such blushing and confu-

sion of countenance for all those who have been wise in theii- own

esteem, and have not learnt the rough lessons that youth hands on to age.

If we are indeed here to perfect and complete our own natures, and grow

larger, stronger, and more sympathetic against some nobler career in the

future, we had all best bestir ourselves to the utmost while we have the

time. To equip a dull, respectable person with wings would be but to

make a parody of an angel.

In short, if youth is not quite right in its opinions, there is a strong

probability that age is not much more so. Undying hope is co-ruler

of the human bosom with infallible credulity. A man finds he has been

wrong at every preceding stage of his career, only to deduce the astonish-

ing conclusion that he is at last entirely right. Mankind, after centuries

of failure, are still upon the eve of a thoroughly constitutional millennium.

Since we have explored the maze so long without result, it follows, for

poor human reason, that we cannot have to explore much longer ; close

by must be the centre, with a champagne luncheon and a piece of orna-

mental water. How if there were no centre at all, but just one alley

after another, and the whole world a labyrinth without end or issue 1 I

overheard the other day a scrap of conversation, which I take the liberty

to reproduce. " What I advance is true," said one. " But not the

whole truth," answered the other. " Sir," returned the first (and it

seemed to me there was a smack of Dr. Johnson in the speech), " Sir,

there is no such thing as the whole truth !
" Indeed, thei'C is nothing so

evident in life as that there are two sides to a question. History is one

long illustration. The forces of nature are engaged, day by day, in cud-

gelling it into our backward intelligences. "We never pause for a

moment's consideration, but we admit it as an axiom. An enthusiast

sways humanity exactly by disregarding this great truth, and dinning it

into our ears that this or that question has only one possible solution
;

and your enthusiast is a fine florid fellow, dominates things for a while

and shakes the world out of a doze ; but when once he is gone, an army

of quiet and iminfluential people set to work to remind i;s of the other

side and demolish the generous imposture. While Calvin is putting
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everybofly exactly right in his Institutes and hot-headed Knox is thun-

dering in the pulpit, Montaigne is already looking at the other side in

his library in Perigord, and predicting that they will find as much to

quarrel about in the Bible as they had found already in the Church.

Age may have one side, but assuredly Youth has the other. There is

nothing more certain than that both are right, except perhaps that both

are wrong. Let them agree to differ ; for who knows but what agreeing

to differ may not be a form of agreement rather than a form of diSer-

ence 1

I suppose it is written that any one who sets ujJ for a bit of a philo-

sopher, must contradict himself to his very face. For here have I fairly

talked myself into thinking that we have the whole thing before us

at last ; that there is no answer to the mystery, excejit that there are as

many as you please ; that thei-e is no centre to the maze because, like the

fixmous sphere, its centre is everywhere ; and that agreeing to difier with

every ceremony of politeness, is the only " one undisturbed song of pure

CDUcent " to which we are ever likely to lend our musical voices,

E. L. S.
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gies ^riplw".

The changes wrought by death are in themselves so sharp and final, and

so terrible and melancholy in their consequences, that the tiling stands

alone in man's experience, and has no parallel upon earth. It outdoes

all other accidents because it is the last of them. Sometimes it leaps

siiddenly nj)on its victims, like a Thug ; sometimes it lays a regular

siege and creeps upon tlieir citadel during a score of years. And when

the business is done, there is sore havoc made in other people's lives,

and a pin knocked out by which many subsidiary friendships hung

together. There are empty chairs, solitary walks and single beds at

night. Again, in taking away our friends, death does not take them

away utterly, but leaves behind a mocking, ti-agical, and soon intolei-able

residue, which must be hurriedly concealed. Hence a whole chapter of

sights and customs striking to the mind, from the pyramids of Egypt

to the gibbets and dule- trees of mediaeval Europe. The poorest persons

have a bit of pageant going towards the tomb ; memorial stones are set

up over the least memorable ; and, in order to preserve some show of

respect for what remains of our old loves and friendships, we must ac-

company it v.dth much grimly ludicrous ceremonial, and the hired

undertaker parades before the door. All this, and much more of the

same sort, accompanied by the eloquence of poets, has gone a great way

to put humanity in error; nay, in many philosophies the error has been

embodied and laid down with every circumstance of logic ; although in

real life the bustle and swiftness, in leaving people little time to think,

have not left them time enough to go dangerously wrong in practice.

As a matter of fact, although few things are spoken of with more

fearful whisperings than this prospect of death, few have less influence

on conduct under healthy circumstances. Wc have all heard of cities

in South America built upon the side of fiery mountains, and how, even

in this tremendous neighbourhood, the inhabitants are not a jot more

impressed by the solemnity of mortal conditions than if they were delv-

ing gardens in the greenest corner of England. There are serenades

and suppers and much gallantry among the myrtles overhead ; and

meanwhile the foundation shudders imderfoot, the bowels of the mountain

growl, and at any moment living ruin may leap skyhigh into the

moonlight, and tumble man and his merry-making in the dust. In the

eyes of very young people, and very dull old ones, there is something in-

describably reckless and desperate in such a picture. It seems not

credible that respectable mariied people, with umbrellas, should find

a])petite for a bit of supper within quite a long distance of a fiery moun-
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tain ; ordinary life begins to smell of high-handed debauch -when it is

carried on so close to a catastrophe ; and even cheese and salad, it

seems, could hardly be relished in such circumstances without something

like a defiance of the Creator. It should be a place for nobody but

hermits dwelling in prayer and maceration, or mere born-devils drowning

care in a perpetual carouse. And yet, when one comes to think upon it

calmly, the situation of these South American citizens forms only a very

pale figure for the state of ordinary mankind. This world itself, travel-

ling blindly and swiftly in overcrowded space, among a million other

worlds travelling blindly and swiftly in contrary dii-ections, may very well

come by a knock that would set it into explosion like a penny squib.

And what, pathologically looked at, is the human body with all its

organs, but a mere bagful of petards 1 The least of these is as dangerous

to the whole economy as the ship's powder-magazine to the ship ; and

with every breath we breathe, and every meal we eat, we are putting one

or more of them in peril. If we clung as devotedly as some philosophers

pretend we do to the abstract idea of life, or were half as frightened as

they make out we are for the subversive accident that ends it all, the

trumpets might sound by the hour and no one would follow them into

battle—the blue-peter might lly at the truck, but who would climb into

a sea-going ship ? Think (if these philosophers were right) with what a

jjreparation of spirit v.^e should afl'ront the daily peril of the dinner-

table : a deadlier spot than any battle-field in history ; where the far

gi'eater proportion of our ancestors have miserably left their bones

!

What woman w^ould ever be lured into marriage, so much more dan-

gerous tlian the wildest sea 1 And what would it be to grow old 1 For,

after a certain distance, every step we take in life we find the ice growing

thinner below our feet, and all around us and behind us we see our con-

temporaries going through. By the time a man gets well into the seven-

ties, his continued existence is a mere miracle ; and when he lays his old

bones in bed for the night, there is an overwhelming probability that he

will never see the day. Do the old men mind it, as a matter of fact?

"Why, no. They were never merrier ; they have their grog at night, and

tell the raciest stories ; they hear of the death of people about their

own age, or even younger, not as if it was a grisly warning, but with a

simple cliildlike pleasure at having outlived someone else ; and when a

draught might pufi" them out like a guttering candle, or a bit of a stumble

shatter them like so much glass, their old hearts keep sound and unaf-

fi-ighted, and they go on, bubbling with laughter, through years of man's

age compared to which the valley at Balaklava was as safe and peaceful

as a village cricket-green on Sunday. It may fau-ly be questioned (if we
look to the peril only) whether it was a much more daring feat for

Curtius to plunge into the gulf, than for any old gentleman of ninety to

dofi" his clothes and clamber into bed.

Indeed, it is a memorable subject for consideration, with what uncon-

cern and gaiety mankind pricks on along the Yalley of the Shadow of
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Death. The whole way is one wilderness of snares, and the end of it,

for those who fear the last pinch, is ii-revocable rnin. And yet we go

spinning through it all, like a party for the Derby. Perhaps the reader

remembers one of the humorous devices of the deified Caligula: how he

encouraged a vast concourse of holiday makers on to his bridge over Baias

bay ; and when they were in the height of their enjoyment, turned loose

the Prsetoi'iau guards among the company, and had them tossed into

the sea. This is no bad miniature of the dealings of natuie with the

transitory race of man. Only, what a cheqviered picnic we have of it,

even while it lasts ! and into what great waters, not to be crossed by any

swimmer, God's pale Praetorian throws ns over in the end ! We live the

time that a match flickers ; we pop the cork of a ginger-beer bottle, and

the earthquake swallows us on the instant. Is it not odd, is it not in-

congruous, is it not, in the highest sense of human speech, incredible,

that we should think so highly of the ginger-beer, and troiible our heads

so little about the devouring earthquake 1 The love of Life and the fear

of Death are two famous phrases that grow harder to understand the

more we think about them. It is a well-known fact that an immense

proportion of boat accidents would never happen if people held the sheet

in their hands instead of tying it ; and yet, unless it be some martiaiet of

a professional mariner or some landsman with shattei'cd nerves, every

one of God's creatures ties it. A strange instance of man's unconcern and

brazen boldness in the face of death !

"We confound ourselves with metaphysical phrases, which we imjiort

into daily talk with noble inappropriateness. We have no idea of what

death is, apart from its circumstances and some of its consequences to

others ; and although we have some experience of living, there is not a

man on earth who has flown so high into abstraction as to have any

practical guess at the meaning of the word life. All literature, from Job

and Omar Khayam to Thomas Carlyle or Walt Whitman, Ls but an

attempt to look upon the human state with such largeness of view as

shall enable us to rise from the consideration of living to the Definition

of Life. And our sages give us about the best satisfaction in their power

when they say that it is a vapour, or a show, or made out of the same

stuiT with dreams. Philosophy, in its more rigid sense, has been at the

same work for ages ; and after a myriad bald heads have wagged over

the problem, and piles of words have been heaped one upon another into

dry and cloudy volumes without end, philosophy has the honour of lay-

ing before us, with modest pride, her contribution towards the subject

:

that life is a Permanent Possibility of Sensation. Truly a fine result

!

A man may very well love beef, or hunting, or a woman ; but surely,

siu-ely, not a Permanent Possibility of Sensation ! He may be afraid

of a precipice, or a dentist, or a large enemy with a club, or even an

undertaker's man ; but not certainly of abstract death. We may trick

with the word life in its dozen senses until we are weary of tricking

;

we may argue in terms of all the philosoj^hies on earth, but one fact
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remains tx'ue tlirouglioiit—that Ave do not love life, in the sense that we
are greatly in-eoccupied about its conservation ; that we do not, pro-

perly sijeaking, love life at all, but living. Into the views of the least

cai'eful there will enter some degree of providence ; no man's eyes are

fixed entirely on the passing hour; but although we have some anticipa-

tion of good health, good weather, wine, active employment, love, and

self-approval, the sum of these anticipations does not amount to anything

like a general view of life's possibilities and issues ; nor are those who
cherish them most vividly, at all the most scrupulous of their personal

safety. To be deeply interested in the accidents of our existence, to

enjoy keenly the mixed textui'e of human experience, rather leads a

man to disregard ^precautious, and risk his neck against a straw. For

surely the love of living is stronger in an Alpine climber roping over

a peril, or a hunter riding merrily at a stifi' fence, than in a creature

who lives upon a diet and walks a measured distance i-n the interest of

his constitution.

There is a great deal of very vile nonsense talked ujion both sides

of the matter : tearing divines reducing life to the dimensions of a mere

funeral procession, so short as to be hardly decent ; and melancholy un-

believei's yearning for the tomb as if it were a world too far away. Both

sides must feel a little ashamed of their performances now and again

when they draw in theii' chairs to dinner. Indeed, a good meal and a

bottle of wine is an answer to most standard works upon the question.

When a man's heart .warms to his viands, he forgets a great deal of

sophistry, and soars into a rosy zone of contemplation. Death may
be knocking at the door, like the Commander's statue ; we have some-

thing else in hand, thank God, and let him knock. Passing bells are

ringing, all the world over ; all the world over, and every hour, some-

one is parting company with all his aches and ecstasies ; for us also the

trap is laid. But we are so fond of life that we have no leisiu-e to

entertain the teiror of death. 'Tis a honeymoon with us all through,

and none of the longest. Small blame to us if we give our whole hearts

to this glowing bride of ours, to the appetites, to honour, to the hungry

cui'iosity of the mind, to the pleasui'e of the eyes in nature, and the

pride of our own nimble bodies. We all of us appreciate the sensations

;

but as for caring about the Permanence of the Possibility, a man's head

is generally very bald, and his senses very dull, before he comes to tliat.

Whether we regard life as a lane leading to a dead wall—a mere bag's

end, as the Fi-ench say—or whether we think of it as a vestibule or

gymnasium, wherewe wait our turn and prepare our faculties for some

more noble destiny ; whether we thunder in a pulpit, or pule in little

atheistic poetry-books, about its vanity and brevity ; whether we look

justly for years of health and vigour, or are about to mount into a bath-

chair, as a step towards the hearse ; in each and all of these views and

situations there is but one conclusion possible : that a man should stop

his eai'S against pai'alysing terror, and run the race that is set before

21—2
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him with a single mind. No one surely could have recoiled with more

heartache and terror from the thought of death than our delightful

lexicographer ; and yet we know how little it affected his conduct, how
wisely and boldly he walked, and in what a fresh and lively vein he

spoke of life. Already an old man, he ventured on his Highland tour ;

and his heart, hound with triple brass, did not recoil before twenty-seven

individual cups of tea. As courage and intelligence are the two quali-

ties best worth a good man's cultivation, so it is the first part of intelli-

gence to recognise our precarious estate in life, and the first part of

courage to be not at all abashed before the fact. A frank and somewhat

headlong carriage, not looking too anxiously before, not dallying in

maudlin regret over the past, stamps the man who is well armoured for

this world.

And not only well armoured for himself, but a good friend and a

good citizen to boot. We do not go to cowards for tender dealing ; there

is nothing so cruel as panic ; the man who has least fear for his own
carcase, has most time to consider others. That eminent chemist who
took his walks abroad in tin shoes, and subsisted wholly upon tepid milk,

had all his work cut out for him in considerate dealings with his own
digestion. So soon as prudence has begun to grow up in the brain, like

a dismal fungus, it finds its first expression in a paralysis of generous

acts. The victim begins to shrink spiritually ; he develops a fancy for

parlours with a regulated temperature, and takes his morality on the

principle of tin shoes and tepid milk. The care of one important body or

soul becomes so engi-ossing, that all the noises of the outer world begin

to come thin and faint into the parlour with the regulated temperature

;

and the tin shoes go equably forward over blood and rain. To be over-

wise is to ossify ; and the scruple-monger ends by standing steckstill.

Now the man who has his heart on his sleeve, and a good whirling

weathercock of a brain, who reckons his life as a thing to be dashingly

used and cheerfully hazarded, makes a very different acquaintance of the

world, keeps all his jjiilses going true and fast, and gathers impetus as he

runs, until, if he be running towards anything better than wildfire, he

may shoot up and become a constellation in the end. Lord look after

his health. Lord have a care of his soul, says he ; and he has at the key

of the position, and swashes through peril and incongruity towards his

aim. Death is on all sides of him with pointed batteries, as he is on

all sides of us ; the nastiest chances pop out against him ; mim-mouthed

friends and relations hold up their hands in quite a little elegiacal synod

about his path : and what cares he for all this? Being a true lover of

living, a fellow with something pushing and spontaneous in his inside,

he mvist, like any other soldier, in any other stii-ring, deadly warfare,

push on at his best pace until he touch the goal. " A jieerage or West-

minster Abbey ! " cried Nelson in his bright, boyish, heroic manner.

These are great incentives ; not for any of these, but for the plain satis-

faction of living, of being about their business in some sort or other, do
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the Lrave, serviceable men of eveiy nation tread down the nettle dan-

ger, and i^ass fiyingly over all the stumbling-blocks of prudence. Think

of the heroism of Johnson, think of that superb indifierence to mortal

limitation that set him upon his dictionary, and carried him through

triumphantly until the end ! Who, if he were wisely considerate of

things at large, would ever embark upon any work much more considei-

able than a halfpenny post card? Who would project a serial novel,

after Thackeray and Dickens had each fallen in mid-course ? Who
would find heart enough to begin to live, if he dallied with the considera-

tion of death 1

And, after all, what sorry and pitiful quibbling all this is 1 To forego

all the issues of living in a parlour with a regiilated temjjerature—as if

that were not to die a hundred times over, and for ten years at a

stretch ! As if it were not to die in one's own lifetime, and without

even the sad immunities of death ! As if it were not to die, and yet

be the patient spectators of our own pitiable change ! The Permanerit

Possibility is preserved, but the sensations carefully held at arm's length,

as if one kept a photographic plate in a dark chamber. It is better to

lose health like a spendthrift than to waste it like a miser. It is better

to live and be done with it, than to die daily in the sick-room. By
all means begin your folio ; even if the doctor does not give you a year,

even if he hesitates about a month, make one brave push and see what

can be accomplished in a week. It is not only in finished undertakings

that we ought to honour useful labour. A spirit goes out of the man
who means execution, which outlives the most untimely ending. All

who have meant good work with their whole hearts, have done good

work, although they may die before they have the time to sign it.

Every heart that has beat strong and cheerfully has left a hopeful im-

pulse behind it in the world, and bettered the tradition of mankind.

And even if death catch peojile, like an open pitfall, and in mid-career,

laying out vast projects, and planning monstrous foundations, flushed

with hope, and their mouths full of boastful language, they should be

at once tripped up and silenced : is there not something brave and
spirited in such a termination? And does not life go down with a

better grace, foaming in full body over a precipice, than miserably

straggling to an end in sandy deltas? When the Greeks made their

fine saying that those whom the gods love die young, I cannot help

believing they had this sort of death also in their eye. For surely,

at whatever age it overtake the man, this is to die young. Death has

not been suffered to take so much as an illusion frcm his heart. In the

hot-fit of life, a-tiptoe on the highest point of being, he passes at a

bound on to the other side. The noise of the mallet and chisel is

scarcely quenched, the trumpets are hardly done blowing, w^lien, trailing

with him clouds of glory, this happy-starr'd, full-blooded spirit shoots into

the spiritual land.

E. L. S.








